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Combining large NC techniques and partial wave dispersion theory to analyze the pipi
scattering, without relying on any explicit resonance lagrangian, some interesting results are
derived: (a) a general KSRF relation including the scalar meson contribution; (b) a new
relation between resonance couplings, with which we have made an intensive analysis in
several specific models; (c) low energy constants in chiral perturbation theory related with
pipi scattering in terms of the mass and decay width of resonances.
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Since QCD is non-perturbative in the low energy range, it is very hard to describe hadrons
from first principle QCD. Instead, effective field theory and S-matrix techniques are widely used
in this area. For effective field theory the chiral symmetry can be incorporated , but it is not
easy to incorporate a good high energy behavior. In contrast, S-matrix theory can implement
apparent high energy constraints, but to take into account the chiral symmetry is not trivial.
So the combination of effective field theory and S-matrix techniques are powerful and popular in
hadron physics. Chiral Perturbation Theory (χPT) is a very successful effective theory of low
energy QCD, which only contains the freedom of pseudo-Goldstone mesons [1]. However when the
energy reaches around 1 GeV, one has to include the heavy resonance freedom explicitly, such a
theory is called resonance chiral perturbation theory (RχPT) [2]. On the S-matrix side, there have
also been intensive studies, especially in pipi scattering process [3] . In this note, we study the pipi
scattering in the partial wave dispersive theory, combining with the large NC techniques [4][5].
Our starting point is the once-subtracted T-matrix dispersion relation,
TJ(s)− TJ(0) =
s
pi
∫ 0
−∞
ds′ImTJ(s
′)
s′(s′ − s)
+
s
pi
∫
∞
4m2pi
ds′ ImTJ(s
′)
s′(s′ − s)
, (1)
where the first integral in the right hand side of the above equation is the left hand cut contribution
(t-channel) and the second integral corresponds to the right hand cut (s-channel). In the large NC
2limit, the resonances become narrow-width states, which allows us to write down the imaginary
part of the s-channel resonance exchange,
ImT I,RJ (s) = pi
MR ΓR
ρR
δ(s −M2R) , (2)
where ρR =
√
M2
R
−4m2pi
M2
R
and the subscript R denote the different resonances.
Crossing symmetry relates the right to the left-hand cut through the expression [6],
ImLT
I
J (s) =
1 + (−1)I+J
s− 4m2pi
∑
J ′
∑
I′
(2J ′ + 1)CstII′ ×
∫ 4m2pi−s
4m2pi
dtPJ(1 +
2t
s− 4m2pi
)PJ ′(1 +
2s
t− 4m2pi
)ImRT
I′
J ′ (t), (3)
where Pn(x) are the Legendre polynomials and the crossing matrix can be found in [6]. Substituting
Eq.(2) and Eq.(3) into Eq.(1), we can express the right hand side of Eq.(1) in terms of parameters
of the resonances.
For the local value of T-matrix, i.e. T (s) and T (0) in Eq.(1), we use χPT results to estimate
them, since later we will match the left and right hand sides of Eq.(1) at low energy range. Up
to now, we implement the high energy constraints through the once-subtracted dispersion relation
and the chiral symmetry in our method is reflected in the χPT results for pipi scattering amplitudes.
Making the chiral expansion on both sides of Eq.(1) and matching them at different chiral orders,
lead to the following relations:
• Matching at O(p2)
144pif2ΓV
M
3
V
+
32pif2ΓS
M
3
S
= 1 , (4)
• Matching at O(p4)
9ΓV
M
5
V
[αV + 6] +
2ΓS
3M
5
S
[αS + 6] = 0 ,
L2 = 12pif
4 ΓV
M
5
V
, L3 = 4pif
4
(
2ΓS
3M
5
S
−
9ΓV
M
5
V
)
, (5)
• Matching at O(p6)
r2 − 2rf =
64pif6ΓS
M
7
S
(
1 +
βS
3
+
γS
6
)
+
pif6ΓV
M
7
V
(7584 + 1248βV + 144γV) ,
r3 =
64pif6ΓS
3M
7
S
(
1 +
βS
2
)
−
768pif6ΓV
M
7
V
(1 +
3βV
32
) , r4 =
192pif6ΓV
M
7
V
(
1 +
βV
8
)
,
r5 =
32pif6ΓS
3M
7
S
+
36pif6ΓV
M
7
V
, r6 =
12pif6ΓV
M
7
V
. (6)
3where Li and ri are the O(p
4) and O(p6) low energy constants in χPT respectively, see [5] and
references therein for details; ΓR and MR stand, respectively, for the value of the R resonance
width and mass in the chiral limit; the O(m2pi) corrections are reflected in α, β, γ
ΓR
M5R
=
ΓR
M
5
R
[
1 + βR
m2pi
M
2
R
+O(m4pi)
]
, (7)
ΓR
M3R
=
ΓR
M
3
R
[
1 + αR
m2pi
M
2
R
+ γR
m4pi
M
4
R
+O(m6pi)
]
. (8)
All the above relations are derived relying on both the proper high ( once-subtracted dispersion
relation) and low ( χPT matching) energy behaviors and without relying on any explicit resonance
lagrangian. Most of the effective lagrangians are constructed due to related symmetries, which
means in this case the low energy behaviors are automatically satisfied. The once-subtracted
dispersion relation requires that the pipi scattering amplitudes should approach a constant or vanish
in s→∞ (s is the invariant energy of pipi system ). Some specific lagrangian models are analyzed
• Linear sigma model: In this case, the renormalizability ensures the proper high energy
behavior and chiral invariant ensures the low energy symmetry. All the above relations are
automatically satisfied here.
• Gauge chiral model: To recover the relations listed above, pi-a1 mixing must be taken into
account.
• RχPT and its extensions: Collecting the higher order operators into several effective cou-
plings appearing in the minimal RχPT, such as GeffV , c
eff
d , the pipi scattering amplitude at
high energies is
T (s) =
s
96pif2pi
[
1 −
3Geff 2V
f2pi
−
2 ceff 2d
f2pi
]
+ O(s0) . (9)
where we can see the coefficient of s vanishes, since it is nothing but the general KSRF
relation Eq.(4) in this specific lagrangian.
• Scalar tadpole contribution to O(p6) low energy constants: there is an intensive study on the
O(p6) low energy constants [7]. However our method provides another convenient procedure
to derive the low energy constants related to pipi scattering. Here we focus in the specific
resonance lagrangian proposed in [8]. Using our method to calculate the ri, we find that the
4ri in [8] are derived without considering the scalar meson tadpole effects. After taking into
account the tadpole effects, the new values for ri are
r2 = 18 · 10
−4 , r3 = 0.9 · 10
−4 , r4 = −1.9 · 10
−4 , (10)
comparing with the values given in [8]
r2 = 1.3 · 10
−4 , r3 = −1.7 · 10
−4 , r4 = −1.0 · 10
−4 . (11)
Although there are large discrepancies in the O(p6) low energy constants, their effects on
the global uncertainties in the scattering length determinations are negligible.
We have presented a convenient procedure to implement the proper high and low energy con-
straints for pipi scattering and this method could be useful for different processes in future studies.
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